Seeing Red—Brown, Sandra
uses her skills to get acclimated with a former ATF agent John Trapper. The must work together to figure
out who is targeting them, while Trapper helps solve a mystery regarding his estranged father.

Saboteur—Gross, Andrew
Based on the stirring true story, this richly-woven story is about probing the limits of heroism, sacrifice
and determination. The Saboteur portrays a hero who must weigh duty against his heart in order to single
-handedly end the one threat that could alter the course of World War II.

Crime Scene—Kellerman, Jonathan
A former star athlete turned deputy coroner is drawn into a brutal, complicated murder in this
psychological thriller from a father-son writing team that delivers “brilliant, page-turning fiction

Stranger in the House—Lapena, Shari
A woman receives a terrifying phone call that her husband has been in an accident and she races to find
out where he is, and then remembers nothing. The police suspect, she was up to no good, but her husband
refuses to believe so, but she can’t remember what happened that night…..

Any Dream Will Do—Macomber, Debbie
Shay and her younger brother Caden were inseparable, until his trouble destroyed her life. Pastor Drew is
still mourning the loss of his wife and raising his two kids. Shay and Drew strike up a friendship until
Shay’s brother returns to town and threatens to reveal a disastrous secret to undo the life Shay has worked
so hard to rebuild.

Store—Patterson, James
Jacob and Megan Brandeis have gotten jobs with the mega-successful, ultra-secretive Store. Seems
perfect. Seems safe. But their lives are about to become anything but perfect, anything but safe. Especially
since Jacob and Megan have a dark secret of their own. They're writing a book that will expose the
Store--a forbidden book, a dangerous book.

Exposed—Scottoline, Lisa
Mary DiNunzio wants to represent her old friend Simon Pensiera, a sales rep who was wrongly fired by his
company, but her partner Bennie Rosato represents the parent company. An epic battle of wills and legal
strategy between the two ensues, forcing everyone to take sides and turning friend against friend.
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Kerra is a TV journalist hot on the trail of a story guaranteed to skyrocket her career to new heights. She

